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Introduction
Providing secure internet access, while preventing malicious content from entering an organization, is critical to maintaining
employee productivity and defending the network against threats.
The SteelConnect gateway provides VPN concentrator and perimeter firewall gateway functionality in one appliance, in either
a physical or virtual form factor.
• VPN concentrator - SteelConnect automatically forms secure IPSec VPN tunnels with AES-256 encryption
between your sites. IPSec VPN is configurable in full-mesh or hub-and-spoke modes from the centralized cloud
console called SteelConnect Manager (SCM).
• Perimeter firewall - Easy to configure inbound/outbound firewall rules build a secure wall to control access into
and out of the different segments of the internet edge. This functionality (along with a suite of other services,
such as network address translation (NAT) and policy-based network zoning) provides effective controls to
mitigate the next step of a network intrusion and limits further movement across the network or propagation of a
threat.
This document describes how SteelConnect can act as a robust perimeter firewall for your organization and addresses some
common security use cases in the enterprise, including how to:
• Enforce firewall policies at branches for access control to zones and the internet.
• Extend security posture from the data center and perform application identification and dynamic path selection
at branches.
• Send internet traffic to cloud security vendor and enforce perimeter firewall functions locally at branches.

SteelConnect as a Perimeter Firewall
A perimeter firewall is the primary defense in a private network. Defending the network edge is an essential component for
detecting and protecting the network from unwanted traffic, potentially malicious content, and intrusion attempts. The
perimeter firewall logs these threats for the network administrator. The perimeter firewall also blocks incoming network
traffic from accessing internal networks and hosts and blocks outgoing traffic from accessing undesirable external networks
and hosts; for example, organizations might block access to gaming sites or other social media sites. As such, a perimeter
firewall can be considered as having an internal and external interface.
With SteelConnect’s networking and security integration, organizations can use internet connections while mitigating any
security risk. Also, with a centralized cloud-based console, business-intent policies are easy to configure and enforce for your
entire organization.

SteelConnect Security Features
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Most enterprises today backhaul data from their branch locations to their data centers for thorough inspection of data going
to and from the internet. Alternatively, steering software as a service (SaaS) traffic directly to the internet enables enterprises
to offload their WAN network at a lower cost and reduced latency than backhauling traffic to the remote data center. Both
backhaul and direct-to-net architectures require a network security stack to protect users against malware, phishing, and
other security threats. They also provide the ability to apply consistent security policies for all users, no matter where they
connect.
Riverbed is working with companies that develop specialized security functions to provide a holistic defense. Riverbed has
partnered with Palo Alto Networks, Zscaler, and others to provide additional advanced security functions to organizations,
thus ensuring a stringent security posture at the branch offices as well as the data centers. See Figure 1 for a summary of
SteelConnect firewall capabilities in addition to the advanced features provided by partnering with other security vendors.

Fig. 1: SteelConnect Perimeter firewall capabilities
Advanced security functions such as IPS/IDS can be achieved through service chaining with other security vendors.

1. Application-Defined Security with Granular Filtering Rules
Application definitions are a way to attach a business relevancy to all traffic that goes through your network.
Riverbed’s Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) engine can identify and classify business-critical and nonessential network
traffic beginning with the first packet of the traffic flow.
With SteelConnect, you can build a secure firewall policy that regulates who you want to have access to what.
Security policies can apply to the entire network, such as a single security policy to turn zone access on and off.
You can also make the policy more granular to accommodate specific security needs. For example, you
can create firewalled zones that require specific user permission to use specific applications. You can also enable
access control and data protection for registered and unregistered mobile phones, tablets, and laptops.
The outbound and internal rules specify a source, a target, and an action. The source can be either a special catch-all
selection (such as all registered users) or a custom selection of user groups, device groups, individual users, individual
devices, or policy tags. We recommend that you base the outbound and internal rules on user groups and device
groups, and then make exceptions using policy tags.
Policy controls are built on two types of rules:
•

Allow/deny firewall rules- Define the policy for internal users and devices accessing internal or external applications.
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•

Inbound access control rules- Define the policy for external (internet) access to internal applications. Inbound rules
offer optional support for NAT, port translations, and an external host whitelist.

These policy controls can be created, reviewed, enabled, and disabled for change control easily for the whole
organization using the SCM as opposed to creating tedious access-control lists and mapping them to interfaces on
individual routers at each site.

2. WAN Hardening and Network Zoning
Network hardening is a process to address network security vulnerabilities by implementing software patches,
introducing new security systems, and adopting better configuration and operation policies. SteelConnect gateways
can be deployed at the internet edge to harden the enterprise network at branches. No unauthorized outside traffic
is allowed to enter the branch unless the administrator permits it by configuring granular inbound and outbound
firewall rules. Inbound rules can be created to allow only specific traffic on specific TCP/ UDP ports to or from specific
servers both inside and outside the local branch network. Secure IPSec VPN tunnels allow for data to be encrypted
and only secure data can transfer between branches over the Internet. If the packet is not in the SteelConnect secure
IPSec encrypted tunnel, it is not permitted.
SteelConnect zones help segment the network, and they help maintain control and organization of traffic. The use of
zones within NAT rules gives an organization more flexibility and simplicity with their firewall management. In a
world where Internet of Things (IoT) devices such as HVAC systems are being used as a platform of attack, leading to
critical customer data being stolen, many organizations are taking steps toward network segmentation, such as
building multiple subnetworks (overlays) within a shared network (underlay). SteelConnect makes WAN
segmentation radically simpler. You need to simply define a policy describing the underlying network. The policy is
then distributed across the nodes in the SD-WAN network, which creates the multipoint (IPSec) tunnels linking these
nodes defined in the policy. SteelConnect’s built-in software-defined intelligence also allows for automatic firmware
updates to gateways that keep security patches and hotfixes updated.

3. VPN Capabilities
AutoVPN is a SteelConnect feature that automatically connects multiple sites with secure, full-mesh IPSec VPNs, without
tedious manual configuration. AutoVPN is a fast way to create a secure and resilient VPN backbone between all your sites.
The AutoVPN feature provides connectivity between multiple physical sites. In each site, there is one SteelConnect appliance
acting as an AutoVPN endpoint or VPN concentrator. This appliance is typically the network gateway for the site, or it is placed
inline to pass all traffic entering and exiting the site. In the absence of a SteelConnect gateway at a site, an access point can
act as a VPN concentrator.
AutoVPN can be split into two general operating modes:
•
•

RouteVPN – A Layer 3 IPSec VPN between internal networks across physical sites.
SwitchVPN – A bridged Layer 2 IPSec VPN that extends zones across multiple sites.

SteelConnect uses AutoVPN between the gateways to create a full-mesh overlay and establish communication between the
sites. While the full-mesh overlay makes communication easy, you might have deployments that need to scale without using
full mesh.
For a more traditional point- to-point configuration, you can enable leaf mode. Leaf mode turns off the mesh for a site and
allows you to choose a remote gateway to peer with. Instead of peering with every site, the gateway only peers with a
designated non-leaf master. The master site sends and receives AutoVPN traffic from all other sites. Leaf mode still
participates in the VPN but only sends internal enterprise traffic to the master site.
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The AutoVPN connections use IPSec based on strongSwan with AES256-SHA1 encryption and IKEv2 where NAT traversal is
always active. The default IPSec parameters used by SteelConnect are shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Default IPSec AutoVPN tunnel parameters
Some deployments require a SteelConnect gateway connection to an IPSec VPN built by a third-party vendor. You can connect
to a third-party VPN using classic VPN. Classic VPN creates a manual VPN tunnel using the standard IPSec IKEv1 or IKEv2
protocol. A remote gateway is not necessary. Classic VPN configurations can classify traffic based on TCP/UDP port number,
providing a more granular approach to traffic steering. Classic VPN is an easy and flexible method to use when:
•
•
•

•

connecting to a third-party IPSec VPN gateway, such as a firewall or a Unified Threat Management (UTM)
appliance.
migrating from an existing VPN solution to SteelConnect RouteVPN. You can even use the IP subnets of the
remote networks and rules.
integrating sites with overlapping IPv4 addresses, using one-to-one NAT configuration. When connecting
networks through VPN that use the same IP addresses on both sides, it’s impossible to create a simple IPSec
tunnel, as routing through the tunnel doesn’t work. Classic VPN uses an integrated NAT layer, in which you can
map an overlapping network one-to-one into a virtual network. This means that you can communicate with the
remote location using the virtual NAT network; yet prior to entering the tunnel, the system transparently replaces
IPv4 addresses with the matching address from the remote side, allowing both networks to remain unchanged.
connecting to cloud security services such as Zscaler.

4. Inbound NAT Capabilities
Network address translation (NAT) is the virtualization of Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. NAT helps improve security and
decrease the number of IP addresses an organization needs. SteelConnect gateway can act as a DHCP/ DNS server for your
private LAN to provide NAT/ PAT (Port Address Translation) capabilities. There are also two Inbound NAT modes in SteelConnect:
•

Dynamic NAT (DNAT) – Translates the source address for all outbound connections from the private address of the
source host to a public address (typically the gateway public IP). This mode replaces the target address. It requires the
target system to use the SteelConnect gateway as its default gateway.

•

Full NAT – Replaces the source address of the incoming connection with the internal gateway address. This mode makes
sure the return traffic is sent back to the SteelConnect gateway, even if the system uses a different default gateway.

You can create inbound rules to allow only specific connections to reach your internal NATed servers. While doing so, you are
given the option of configuring No NAT, DNAT, or Full NAT as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: NAT Modes with SteelConnect

5. Visibility and Logging
Visibility is crucial to security. You absolutely can’t protect what you don’t know about. With SCM, you always have a clear
picture of your network. By deploying a centrally managed system of products designed from the ground up to work together,
you are able to see everything. SteelConnect Manager provides total visibility into your network. Use the Visibility page to
read logs, view a history of the DHCP server IP address assignments, see if and where traffic was blocked, and generate user
reports.

SD-WAN Security Use Cases
In this section, we discuss some common deployment scenarios that illustrate how you can use SteelConnect’s firewall
functionality to elegantly design your internet edge network to be robust and resilient.

Use Case: Securing the Branch Network
SteelConnect to enforce firewall policies for access to internal zones and the internet
Design Requirements:
In this topology, there are two branches: Branch 1 and Branch 2. The branches are connected via a hybrid network comprising
both broadband internet and MPLS. Network security has four design requirements:
1. Guest zone - The network administrator should ensure that there is access to the internet from the guest network,
while preventing access to any internal networks (within Branch 1 or other branches).
2. Granular allow/deny rules- The network administrator should configure a global firewall policy to deny access to
social networking applications and BitTorrent traffic from all branches.
3. Follow-the-user policy - The network administrator should make an exception to the above rule for the CEO of the
company, so she can access the internet without restrictions, such as social networking and P2P.
4. Enable access to a specific application server from the internet - The network administrator should make a web
server residing in the Branch 1 network available to the public. Users should be able to connect to the server to access
only web pages and prevent any other connections to the server.
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Fig. 4: Hybrid network using internet and MPLS with two branch offices
Design Solution:
With SteelConnect you can achieve the four design requirements as follows:

1.

When creating the zone on SteelConnect for guests, enable the zone for guests as shown below to add some extra
security and isolate the guests from other zones.

Fig. 5: SteelConnect Zone creation
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Once created, you will see the guest zone as in Figure 6 with the Guest tag. Guest zones don’t participate in AutoVPN
and a guest zone can’t send guest traffic over the IPSec tunnel or any other WANs (such as, MPLS). Under WANs, you
can also confirm that the guest zone is not added to the list of zones in RouteVPN or MPLS. Essentially, assigning a
guest zone to a site sends the guest zone traffic directly out to the internet only.

Fig. 6: Guest zone definition in SteelConnect
You do not need to create any additional traffic rules. The default rule in the Organization already states that all users
and devices (excluding guests) are allowed unrestricted access.

Fig. 7: Default rule in SteelConnect
2. To create a global policy for all branches to deny access to social networking apps and Bittorrent traffic, you can apply
a single rule and enable it globally across all sites. Under Applications/Target, you select a preconfigured application
group called Social Networking. For convenient traffic path rule and security policy creation, SCM predefines several
application groups, such as Social Networking, Bittorrent, and many more.

Fig. 8: Using preconfigured application groups
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Once created, your rule list will look as shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9: Outbound/Internal rules
3. SteelConnect’s business-intent rule policy allows the user to create a globally encompassing rule (as shown above in
Fig. 9) or a very granular rule that may apply to a single site, a single VLAN, a single user group, or even a single user.
In our example, we want to make an exception to the above created rule (on denying access to all social networking
and Bittorrent traffic to all users) for only one user in the company—the CEO. You can do so by creating another
Outbound Rule as follows:

Fig. 10: Editing rules in SteelConnect
Once the rule is created, your list of rules should be as shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11: Rules list in SteelConnect
4. To expose a server to the public, you typically need to create access rules that allow the connection and NAT rules to
translate between the server’s internal IP address and an external address that the public can use. In addition, you
can use port address translation (PAT) to map an internal port to an external port if you do not want the externally
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exposed service to use the same port as the internal server. For example, if the internal web server is not running on
TCP/80, you can map it to TCP/80 to make connections easier for external users.
Using SteelConnect, you can securely expose a server for public access by creating a rule to allow inbound access to
that server. In our use case, because we want to allow only web services connections into the web server, we create a
rule to allow only TCP traffic on port 80. Before we do so, we first need to define the application that will be accessed
at the web server. We do so under ApplicationsàCustom Application. Because we want to open access to only the
web server, under Application type, we pick Device and select the web server under the dropdown on the Server
Device.
Keep in mind that Target devices must be preregistered, either manually or through the self-registration portal. To do
so, simply go to Devices, select the device and assign its name, user, any tags, and device groups. The web server in
our network is already registered with SCM.

Fig. 12: Custom application creation in SCM
Once the application is defined, you can create an inbound rule as shown in Figure 13.

Fig. 13: Create inbound rule
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In this rule, we select the custom application we created, next select the appropriate Uplink for the Branch, and leave
the other settings to their defaults. In case you want to further restrict access to only select users from the internet,
you can add them to the external host whitelist by enabling the toggle.
After you create the rule, your rule should look as shown in Figure 14.

Fig. 14: Inbound rule created

Use Case: Extending Security Posture from Data Center to Branch
Perform App Identification and Dynamic Path Selection at Branch
Design Requirements:
The topology in Figure 15 illustrates a common deployment where an advanced security firewall is deployed at the data
center and a perimeter firewall is at the branch. While the advanced security firewall performs functions such as Intrusion
Detection/Prevention, URL filtering, and so on, SteelConnect can extend the security posture at the branch steering certain
data to the data center and other traffic direct-to-net based on Layer 7 application-based policies.
1. Backhaul Traffic to DC - In this use case, the network administrator wants to backhaul all traffic to the internet from
the data center over the MPLS uplink. If there’s degradation in the MPLS uplink, the internet uplink should be used as
a secondary preference.
2. Direct-to-Net - To avoid the additional latency of data going to the data center and then to the internet, the network
administrator wants to make an exception to the above rule for traffic to and from trusted SaaS apps (such as
Salesforce, Box, O365) to go direct-to-net (therefore, bypassing the data center). The network administrator also
wants to assign a QoS priority of High.

Internet
Apply Firewall Policies on SCM

NGFW

Perimeter
Firewall

Branch
MPLS

DMZ

Data Center
Fig. 15: SteelConnect with service-chaining to Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewall
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Design Solution:
Path steering can be done via traffic path rules. With traffic path rules, you can select the best path based on path preference
and dynamic path quality metrics (such as latency, jitter, and packet loss).
SteelConnect performs application detection on the first packet seen by the gateway. The gateway searches for the hostname
from the local DNS cache and then it sends the request to the application controller server. If there isn’t a DNS entry in the
cache, then the IP address is used. The system checks every third packet to make sure the hostname hasn’t changed. If the
hostname changes, it is reclassified and SteelConnect reapplies all firewall rules again.
Traffic path rules are applied on the gateway side of the network where the traffic was initiated. This means that when a client
creates a TCP connection to a remote server, traffic path rules only apply on the client gateway and not on the server gateway
a second time.
The return path is expected to use the same path as the gateway that initiated the connection. Because the remote site keeps
track of where the traffic entered the gateway, it maintains path consistency based on the interface that initiated the
connection.
1. You can backhaul all traffic to the internet by default under OrganizationàNetworking Defaults.

Fig. 16: SCM internet breakout preferences
In Figure 16, the MPLS link is used as the first preference. In case of network issues with this link, RouteVPN (the secure
IPSec VPN tunnel fabric created over the internet uplinks among sites) is used as backup.
2. A lot of organizations use trusted SaaS apps (such as, Salesforce, Box, Dropbox, O365, and so on) on a regular basis
from all their branches. Because all this data resides in the internet anyway, for traffic to be backhauled to the data
center and then breakout to the internet creates additional unwarranted latency. If the network administrator wants
to send connections to these trusted SaaS apps direct-to-net, the default networking rule configured above can be
overridden by creating an application specific traffic path rule. As stated above, SteelConnect identifies applications
based on the first packet and makes a dynamic routing decision based on the app signatures.
You can create a single rule to allow all trusted SaaS apps to go direct-to-net as shown in Figure 17.
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Fig. 17: Path selection preferences for SaaS applications

Use-case: Partnering with Cloud Security Vendors
Send Internet traffic to cloud security vendor and enforce perimeter firewall functions locally at branch
Design Requirement:
In this scenario, we want to send internet traffic to the cloud security vendor and enforce perimeter firewall functions locally
at the branch.
Many organizations today have mobile users and numerous branch offices. So instead of deploying an advanced firewall at
each branch office, they use cloud-based security solutions such as Zscaler, Netskope, Forcepoint, and so on. While
SteelConnect can be configured to work with any third-party vendor using classic VPN, it also natively integrates Zscaler to
further simplify the process of connecting the cloud security vendor with a few simple clicks.
Design Solution:
By establishing a secure IPsec tunnel between the Zscaler cloud and SteelConnect gateways at sites, you have the flexibility to
route internet-bound traffic to Zscaler to inspect, secure, and protect your data. While data to the internet can be sent to the
Zscaler security cloud, all other data between the branches can be inspected and forwarded over the MPLS link or secure
internet VPN tunnel with the SteelConnect gateway acting as a perimeter firewall.
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Fig. 18: Zscaler in concert with SteelConnect inspecting, securing, and protecting your data
The traffic analysis and filtering is done by Zscaler Enforcement Nodes (ZENs) residing in the cloud. Traffic to the internet is
diverted to the nearest ZEN for minimum latency, and traffic policies configured on Zscaler are enforced. SteelConnect’s
native integration with Zscaler allows for automatic configuration of the secure connectivity to ZENs from configured sites.
Once you configure a Zscaler WAN, you can choose which sites connect to their nearest ZENs in the Zscaler cloud before
breaking out to the internet.

Fig. 19: SteelConnect integration with Zscaler
You can also choose a primary ZEN and a secondary ZEN as shown in Figure 20 for each site, or let SCM choose the best
available ZEN for your site.
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Fig. 20: Primary and secondary Zscaler ZEN options
To send internet traffic over the Zscaler cloud as a default, you can configure it under Organizationà Networking defaults.

Fig. 21: Configuring internet traffic to first go to Zscaler ZEN for inspection
You can override the organization defaults for individual sites and send specific application traffic (trusted SaaS apps) directto-net, bypassing the Zscaler security cloud as shown in Figure 22.

Fig. 22: Bypass Zscaler when using a trusted SaaS application
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Service Chaining with SteelConnect and Palo Alto Networks firewall on SteelFusion platform
Some organizations prefer to run a virtual instance of a firewall at their branches and service chain additional network services
on the same single-hardware platform. The combination of the virtual instance of the SteelConnect gateway (SDI-VGW) and a
virtual instance of an NGFW (Next Generation Firewall) running together on the Riverbed SteelFusion platform offers a
compelling solution to such customers seeking to consolidate network appliances at branches.
By installing the SDI-VGW on the SteelFusion Edge Device (SFED), you can converge gateway and firewall services along with
the projected storage and WAN optimization services into a single Riverbed platform that enables simplified management,
reduces costs, and lowers energy consumption.
The topology in Figure 23 shows two branches connected in a full-mesh IPSec VPN topology with the data center. The data
center houses a separate physical box each for the advanced firewall appliance (for example, Palo Alto Networks firewall),
SteelFusion core (including SteelHead for WAN optimization) for storage optimization, and SteelConnect gateway.
The branches have consolidated their network services onto a single hardware platform—SteelFusion Edge—which runs the
SteelConnect gateway and the Palo Alto Networks firewall as virtual machines service chained together.

Internet
WAN
Storage

Data Center

Branch

MPLS
WAN

Fig. 23: Riverbed SteelFusion platform running SteelConnect gateway and Palo Alto Networks firewall
For more information on how to configure this supported topology, refer to SteelConnect Virtual Gateway (SDI-VGW) and Palo
Alto Networks Firewall on SteelFusion Edge Device (SFED) here: https://splash.riverbed.com/docs/DOC-5733

Conclusion
With the pervasive security needs of organizations today, branch network security must be addressed in conjunction with overall
corporate HQ and data-center security. Attackers will target the weakest link in the enterprise—often found at the network edge.
Also, as users become more mobile among different branch offices, taking laptops from place to place, solutions must cope with
that mobility gracefully. With the blurring of the security perimeter, security and policies need to be embedded within the
network. SteelConnect allows you to leverage secure network services and integrated firewall capabilities to ensure the secure
delivery of all applications across your hybrid enterprise.
For more information, go to https://www.riverbed.com/products/steelconnect.html.
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This documentation is furnished “AS IS” and is subject to change without notice and should not be
construed as a commitment by Riverbed.
About Riverbed
Riverbed, at more than $1 billion in annual revenue, is the leader in application performance
infrastructure, delivering the most complete platform for the hybrid enterprise to ensure applications
perform as expected, data is always available when needed, and performance issues can be proactively
detected and resolved before impacting business performance. Riverbed enables hybrid enterprises to
transform application performance into a competitive advantage by maximizing employee productivity
and leveraging IT to create new forms of operational agility. Riverbed’s 27,000+ customers include 97%
of the Fortune 100 and 98% of the Forbes Global 100. Learn more at Riverbed.com
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